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   In the upland regions dissection features are usually various from place to place 
subordinate to valley forms. In this paper, the writer explains the high-level 
valley topography which he found first in the Nonodake hills (Nakamura 1963). 
At first, he thought that such a valley form was an occasional matter in landform 
evolution, but recently he came to believe, after frequent observations in many 
hill-lands and sometimes even on the terrace surfaces, that it must be an inevitable 
product in the process of dissection in an optional landform (Nakamura 1966, 1967a). 
   High-level valley is defined here as such valleys like followings; 1) situated 
on  flat or smoothly undulating surfaces, for examples, erosion surface, rounded 
divides, and so on, 2) having a shallow-concave profile in their transverse sections, 
3) longitudinally bearing continuously smooth profiles until the  adjacent divides 
mostly without any distinctive points of valley heads, but sharp knickpoints or 
zone of steep gradient in their profiles downstream, from which the valleys are not 
high-level valleys at all, and 4) originally being erosional, but precisely speaking 
being formed by surface denudation by surface water in way of sheet runoff etc. 
   As an additional quality it must be accentuated that a high-level valley is 
regarded as not always a relict of ancient erosion cycle but as essentially a 
forerunner of V-shaped valley occurrence. 
   In Joban Coastal Region develops a series of upland topography (Okura 1958, 
Nakagawa 1961), and concerning the central part of it the writer has presented a 
report with similar concern (Nakamura 1967b). 
1. Outline of geology and topography of the region 
 Johan. Coastal Region extends to the east projecting to the Pacific Ocean 
along the eastern fringe of the Abukuma Mountains, forming the southeastern 
corner of Tohoku as well as the northeastern part of Kanto district. Topography 
of the region is that of low relief with an amplitude within 100 m as a whole. The 
region is subdivided into three sections chiefly after geological structure (Fig.  1). 
   (i)  Northern section, the area north of Hisanohama, makes a narrow triangular 
shape, because it is between the coast line extending N-S and the fault-line scarp 
running in NNW-SSE direction. In this section hills and terraces develop  cutting
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Pliocene  siltst  one and mudstone formations, and are distributed in patches 
separated by a dozen of short rivers flowing eastward and by many alluvial lowlands 
a few of which are poldered from ancient lagoons. 
   (ii) Middle  section is characterized by a lot of  fault lines in various directions, 
and is composed of a few blocks of hills and terraces. Main parts of Joban Coal 
Field are involved in this complicated zone. Fluvial terraces develop along the 
major four rivers including the Natusi and the Same rivers. Coastal (or marine) 
terraces are situated in the hilly areas where no large river could originate 
because of their limited areas. Roughly speaking, sea cliffs develop at the 
hilly parts and monotonous beaches extend in front of alluvial plains, then the 
coast line feature is regarded as a contraposed coast related to the distribution 
pattern of these landforms. 
   (iii) Southern section has a very narrow belt from the south of Nakoso to 
southward through Hitachi Coast. Here also a series of hills and terraces 
develops accompanied with a few valley plains cutting the upland into the blocks. 
It is remarkable that the hills 100-40 m high are densely dissected to make a rugged 
feature and that the terraces here preserved in three steps 60-40 m high have an 
undulating surface as mentioned below. This contrast in features seems to mean 
that the erosion processes differ owing to different conditions  chiefly concerned 
with degree of dissecting valley development in each landform. 
2. Observations and finding of high-level valley in the region 
   On the hills and terraces, landforms with low relief are predominant, the high-
level valley may be found after the writer's presumption. The writer picked up 
ten sections in the region as follows. 
   1) Shinchi section (Fig. 2a) 
   At Loc. 1 a small Muldental or  Muldentalchen is observed, which originates on 
the terrace surface 50 m high, covered with gravels 5 — 6 cm in diameter, loosely 
cemented 3 m in thickness. The terrace was built as an elevated fan cutting the 
bedrock of Pliocene siltstone. The  Muldentalchen has a longer horseshoe shape 
about 50 m opening to the north. The longitudinal profile of the valley is gently 
transitive from convex to concave with the maximum gradient less than 100 in the 
middle part, and abruptly breaks down about 30 m at a knickpoint (Fig. 3). At 
Loc. 2, a tributary dissects the terrace with an incised stream 5 m lower than the 
terrace surface in the form of  Sohlen-kerbtal 30 m wide, but it has considerably 
gentle side slopes on both sides. The shallow Sohlen-kerbtal like this on the terrace 
surface was seen at Usagida south of Koriyama (Nakamura 1968a, Photo 3). This 
shallow and small  Sohlen-kerbtal may be an intermediate form between Muldental
4 Y. NAKAMURA 
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                 Fig. 3 High-level valley  (Muldentalchen) at Loc. 1 
and typical Sohlen-kerbtal. At Loc. 3, the  SO m terrace') is very  flat, and the lower 
terrace, whose height on the tops ranges 40--20 m, is rounded and undulating 
(Photo 1). In hilly regions, such cases are often observed in which surfaces of 
  1) Its altitude varies 75-20 m in 4 km, and 50 m is the height at Loc. 3
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6 Y.  NAKAMURA
lower level are dissected more densely, though undulating as a whole, in comparison 
with the surfaces near the valley heads. 
   The undulating feature of this lower surface which may have been  originated 
from a flat fluvial terrace is today characterized by some high-level  valleys2) with 
 length of 30-50 m at the most (Loc. 4, Photo 2). 
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    Photo. 2 Rounded hill crest and smoothly undulating slopes with relief 15 m, Loc. 4 
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          Fig. 4 An intermediate form of  Muldental and  Solzlen-kerbtal. at hoc. 2 
   2) West of  SOma city 
   At Loc. 5, where artificial terraces siltstone for housing estates have recently 
been made cutting the bedrock of siltstone, a dissecting feature in miniature scale is 
observed. As is seen in  Fi.g. 5, every dissecting valley, or  rill here emerging, has 
a knickpoint and there changes its valley form. These small valleys are also 
composed of upper reach accompanied with a furrow and of lower reach with 
undercutting streams. The similar topographies are often recognized, for example, 
on the wave-cut platform at Kabaniwa coast (Loc. 15), even on a sand berm e.g. at 
Hanokizawa beach, and most frequently on platforms cutting Tertiary beds near 
Sendai city. 
   At Loc. 6 a high-level valley develops for about 300 m in length  but is cut into a 
deep channel downstream from the knickpoint  70 m from the divide (Photo  3). At 
the road-side cuttings, Loc.  7,8, and 9, cross sections of high-level valleys are exposed 
(Photo  4-7). Debris with angular gravels and silty sand covers the bedrock  benea-
       - — — 
  2)  "High" does not mean absolutely large altitude but a relatively upper position 
     higher than the alluvial plains.
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                  Fig. 5 Dissection of the artificial platform, Loc. 5 
th the concave slope, thicker in downslope (Photo 4). Gravels involved in debris 
deposits are poorly sorted suggesting that they were trumbled down from upper 
slope. At another cutting, Loc. 8, there is black soil including numerous charcoal 
fragments beneath the younger silty sediment at the bottom of profile (Photo 5). 
On both sides of this small valley, such black materials are not found, therefore 
those are transported from the upperstream of the valley, and these black 
fragments of charcoal suggest a forest fire in the past. 
   A cutting of hill slope, that means a cross section of high-level valley at Loc. 9, 
indicates that there was a kind of bedrock weathering and a way of movement of 
product materials. Along the plane of unconformity of bedrock, thin plates of 
removed siltstone have been dragged downward somewhat protruding forehand 
(Photos. 7 and 8). The writer explains it as follows; after ground water was 
concentrated through the debris cover, the siltstone on bedrock was transformed 
into fluidal state at the uppermost part under compression by the weight of 
debris, and was finally pushed  downslopeward dragged by downslope movement of 
covering materials. 
   At Kitaono, Loc. 10, there is a cutting of the erosion surface, where surface soil 
is less than 5 cm in thickness, and seemingly, the weathered materials were 
removed today. 
   At Ono, Loc. 11, sharp breaks of  hillslopes are observed. Gradual transition of 
slopes, too, is found at the adjacent tributary (Fig. 6, Loc. 12). 
   3) Kabaniwa coast 
   There are two remarkable evidences. One is that the undulating hillslopes are 
sharply cut by sea cliffs  30-60 m high, where high-level valleys are almost  com-
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pletely preserved in the form of Muldental (Photo. 8, Loc. 13). In spite of 
remarkable height of cliffs, the bottom of these  MuldenWer is undercut only 1 m in 
depth at the  top of the cliff. This suggests that the undercutting of Muldental 
bottom is slower than the  retreat of the cliff, therefore the rate  of undercutting in 
dissection near the divide or within a gently undulating area is generally very slow. 
   Another evidence is found at Loc. 14. Here a cross  sf,ction of  small  Sodden-
kerbtal shows thin  depasits of silt, sand and gravels less than 2 m in  total thickness 
at the sea cliff (Fig. 7, Loc. 14). Additionally, the bottom of  Sohlen-kerbtal deposit 
which indicates an unconformity is flat, proving that lateral erosion by the stream 
of this valley has just performed planing a  board here.
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part of  bedrock, seemingly removed beneath  the slope
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 Loc  12  (30m) 
High-level valley  accompanied  with breaks in  hillslopes (i) (broken line), and 
continuous slope  (n); relative height between Loc 12 and 12' is about 20 m.
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High-level valley  at  Kabaniwa coast, cut by sea  cliff 40 in high, Loc. 13
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  Fig. 7 Sea cliff cutting the valley, Loc. 14 
 1 surface soil 2 coarse sand,  dark grey or black 3  subangular-subround  gravels 
     with cobbles 7-8 cm in  dia.inetev. 4 gravels wilth silty blocks 5 siltstone 
    4) Tomioka coast 
    Here develops a wide coastal terrace 50 m high with steep , almost vertical walls 
of sea cliffs. On the terrace also shallow-concave valleys arc formed as the only 
valley that dissects and transforms the surface, e.g. at Loc. 16 in Fig . 2c. The terrace 
surface is dissected into a series of patched uplands by side erosion of the  low-
level valleys  (Sohlen-kerbtal). And shallow  Muldenteiler, the high-level valleys, do 
not separate it, but make an undulating surface, so the terrace holds a smooth 
continuous surface  (Nakamura 1967b). 
    5) Namikura coast 
    Here the similar landscape is seen on the 50 m terrace, and in addition , a 
Muldental, formerly running parallel to the coast line, has been cut off by winding 
retreat of the sea cliff at two points of its middle reach , so that it has become a kind 
of fossil valley (Photo 9, Loc. 17; Nakamura 1967b p. 173). 
    6) Hirono coast 
    On the almost flat terrace, a shallow valley emerges with a concave profile and 
swampy hollow. Here, vegetation like reeds grow contrasting with bushes on 
elevated part (Fig. 8, Loc. 18). Downstream this valley changes its form to 
Kerbtal, and at last becomes  Sohlen-kerbtal near the  Johan rail way . 
   7) Kaneyama section 
 Kaneyma  upland  plain  like  a  table  land  consists  of  finely  sorted  coarse  — 
fine  sand,  silty  clay  and  sorted  pebbles  covering  Pliocene  siltstone  formation ,  hence 
it is originally an uplifted coastal plain about 80-50 m high today . At Loc. 19 (Fig. 
9c), the eastern side of the national road Route 6, undercutting begins from the
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 Fig.  8 Beginning of a high-level valley on the  50 in terrace,  T,oc 18, in front of the yard 
        of Katayose  KagyO Co. Ltd. 
point about 100  m from where the high-level valley begins, by which the younger 
marine sediments of the terrace are shallowly scooped, so that the  high-level valley 
has a smooth-concave profile in its transverse form about 100  m long. At the 
western side of Kaneyama nursery garden 150 m west of Route 6, we can see many 
high-level valleys. One of them is shown in Fig. 10, Loc. 20 with a considerable 
gradient on an average. Another at Loc. 21 indicates that it was formed denud-
ing obliquely the younger marine sediments composed of coarse and silty sand and 
gravels a few  meters thick, as well as denuding the bedrock of siltstone (Figs. 11 
and 12). 
   8) Nakoso section 
   This is a remarkably dissected hilly area 120-80 m above the sea level. Most 
dissecting valleys are  Kerbtal and  Sohlen-kerbtal whose valley levels are  accordant 
with the present sea level. Here also a few high-level valleys are observed, for 
example, at Loc. 22,  just locating in the rear side of main divide of the hills against
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Fig. 10 High-level valley at Loc. 20, behind the Kaneyama nursery garden
Fig. 11
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Head of high-level   bvalley, cut by the artificial scarp for construction of flat land
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      Fig. 12 An exposure at Loc. 21 
 1 medium sand 2 fine and silty sand 3 spheritic pebbles, 4-5 cm in 
         average diameter 4 siltstone (bedrock) 
   9) Isohara section 
   There had been a hill area  100-60 m high, densely dissected but containing the 
undulating feature on the tops, before the extensive artificial platform was engi-
neered to make industrial estates cutting the hills and terraces . Although original 
landforms of the hills have almost disappeared , we can see numerous fresh exposures 
of hill slopes. These fresh exposures, however, will soon be artificially swarded , but 
original hill morphology has been air-photographed, and we can study it today .
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   At Lcc. 23, on both sides of the walls about 30 m high of the artificial flat ter-
race, undulating profiles are recognized with curvatures (or wave length) of 10-30 
m. These  are identical with the transverse sections of high-level valley, and the 
walls play a part identical with such as are played by the foot-hills at Kabaniwa 
coast  (Loc. 13) and so on. 
    10) Minaminakago section 
    The coastal terrace 50  m high is transformed into an undulating surface, and 
the level of initial flat surface is recognized as rounded ridge-tops of the rolling 
feature. It is the high-level  valley that had produced such a form here. As are 
seen in Photos. 10 and 11, at  Loc. 24, undercutting of the terrace begins at 100-50  m 
from the  undistinguishable heads of the high-level valleys At  Loc. 25 and 26 
(Fig. 13), also the high-level valleys are cut at knickpoints about  50  m from the 
shoulder of  adjacent rounded ridges. 
   At Loc. 27, sketched in Fig. 14, hill slopes that are indispensable parts of high-
level valley cut obliquely a horizontal pumice layer which is a member of loam 
covering the marine deposits of the terrace.
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3. Some qualities of high-level valley and  related landforms 
    1) Transverse profile and the process of formation 
    Upward concavity is the most common profile in transverse section , though it 
varies in scale. As shown in Photos . 3, 8, 10 and 11, it ranges considerably in 
depth or relative height between valley bottom and adjacent ridges. Valley bottom 
has no flat floor but is only the location of the  lowest point of concavity. Surface 
water mostly flows without fixed channels, and often there is no water. Thus usual 
fluvial action here is not performed. When the surface of the land is saturated with 
ground water, or when strong rainfall comes there, the materials covering the 
surface would creep down by means of mass wasting. Cross sections at Loc. 7 and 
9 indicate such a facies in the slope deposits. 
    Usually transverse profile is of a double-curved slope which has convex slope 
at  upslope and concave one at downslope in a section. Its gradient is subsequently 
various but does not exceed 300. 
    Most high-level valleys are relatively small in scale, a few scores of meters 
long in general, and a few hundred meters long at the most. 
    Theoretically, innumerable numbers of  Kerbtal can take place when they can 
get vertical walls in both sides, but  Muldentater can not emerge in density beyond 
a limit because certain width is necessary for their development. As an occurrence 
of Kerbtal need a presence of high-level valley over the head of cutting, the distribu-
tion density is ruled by density of high-level valley. Thus the distribution density 
of Kerbtal as chief index of dissection landscape has a limit in proportion to occur-
rence of high-level valley. 
   2) Criterion to distinguish the high-level valleys from some analogous land-
       forms 
   i)  landslide.... A hollow produced by landslide has steep upslope as if it was 
scooped with a spoon3), and has debris mounds at downstream. In respect to a 
longitudinal profile, high-level valley is distinguishable from that, because its 
profile continues smoothly to the divide with a slight convexity. 
   ii)  piracy.  ... Usually it is hardly distinguished, but seemingly mis-fit river 
resulting from a piracy soon becomes to be replaced with a high-level valley only 
concerned with its situation as a special case, consequently it may be regarded as a 
secondarily formed high-level valley after its morphological structure and its 
historical evidence of development. 
   iii) other depositional landforms .... According to the erosional (or of 
  3) On the heavy earthquake, 1968 Tokachi-oki Earthquake, many landslides have 
      occurred subordinate to the locality of high-level valleys (Mizuno, et al. 1968, Hotta, 
 et  cll. 1968).
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denudation) origin, the lack of fluvial deposits is characteristic, but usually we  find 
thin layers of fine — coarse materials derived from  upslopes. 
    Then a high-level valley is easy to be identified everywhere. 
    3) Distribution pattern in respect to relative position to the divide 
    Generally a high-level valley is located at the uppermost reach of dissecting 
valley, and it continues directly to the divide. Owing to its variety in shape  and 
scale, the relative position against the divide is not limited at a certain fixed point. 
Morphologically a transitional form from high-level valley to ordinary V-shaped 
valley and Sohlen-kerbtal must be observed carefully. A high-level valley exists in 
the full form until the stream begins to undercut the bottom. In the next lower 
section, it remains as concave valley side slopes abruptly cut by a growing  stream 
at their foot slopes. At the still lower section, remnants of the high-level valley. 
are observed as a form of shoulder of hill-slopes often making clear breaks in 
transverse profiles. 
    Thus along a single valley system, a few transitional forms are found about 
100 m in length. In the finest scale, for example on human-induced terraces4), this 
gradual change is observed (Fig. 5, Loc. 5). These transitional forms are considered 
as the indices that suggest locational condition for preservation of high-level valley. 
To watch its preservation feature is not meaningless, because the present land-
form is, in respect to its surface profile, concerned with the distribution of high-
level valleys. 
   The heads of undercutting are situated about  100-50 m from the divide, and 
this distance means a limitation of knickpoint retreat upstreamward as well as the 
minimum scale of a high-level valley in general. Though it is impossible to pick up 
all of the valleys, it is the fact that many dissecting valleys have Muldental form 
near the head, and judging from this fact the high-level valley is a necessary 
element in dissection process on low relief topography. 
   4) Locality related to drainage system
   As every high-level valley continues to the ordinary (or low-level) valley with a 
knickpoint, the drainage system has no discordance between each type of valley as 
a whole. We may safely say that drainage pattern of high-level valley controlled 
the present pattern, because the low-level valleys, today more numerous and 
predominant than the other, developed apparently inheriting the former. 
   Low-level valleys — usually V-shaped valley — can not take place, after the 
writer's consideration, without aid of water concentration which only the high-
level valley can provide.  Consequently any V-shaped valley necessarily has a 
  4) Frequently regions of Tertiary rocks near the cities are reclaimed for residential
        areas.
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high-level valley or, if in small scale, a shallow furrow  above the valley head. Where 
V-shaped valleys are predominant, it is seemingly so, and a shallow furrow is too 
small in scale compared with these low-level valleys, sometimes negligible within 
the whole scenery. 
    As a high-level valley emerges not only on the terrace but also on the artificial 
platform, its development is an essential matter in hill formation, and the hilly 
landscape can be built in considerable short time. Rate or speed of  hill formation 
is faster than the terrace formation5) because to build a fluvial terrace a stream must 
erode and remove a large volume of landmass like planing a board. 
4. Conclusion 
    In  Joban Coastal Region high-level valleys are a significant member of dissec-
ting features. Especially they play an important role in producing undulating 
feature in the central part of each block of hills and terraces. In the process of 
geomorphic development high-level valleys are formed immediately on the uplands, 
if they are situated above the sea level, or lowland plains, even when the difference 
 in height is not large. 
    Certainly, many of high-level valleys are of foregoing cycle but they are not 
always so. Some are of the present landform. This fact results in a conclusion that 
 a high-level valley is preserved for a remarkably long time in spite of its immediate 
formation after subaerial establishment of an optional surface. 
   Finally the dissection of upland apparently goes on by densely developed V-
shaped valleys and  Sohlen-kerbriler but they are subordinate to high-level valley 
system. Erosion or denudation process near the divides is free from active ero-
sion based on the lowland plains.
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